
Dear fellow citizen, Dear Company,

as already anticipated, in the next few weeks, in collaboration with G.eco, the collection of the
undifferentiated dry fraction will be activated with a container equipped with a microchip.

From April 2023

BAGS will no longer be collected for the conferment of UNSEPARATED DRY WASTE, but only the
appropriate containers provided by the Municipal Administration must be used.

The methods of collection and transfer of the OTHER FRACTIONS of waste remain UNCHANGED.

ALL citizen have to organize to equip themselves with the assigned containers.

To collect the container, the kit of bags, together with the instructions, each user must go to

To collect your new container please go to 

AUDITORIUM COMUNALE – LARGO XXV APRILE

during the day indicated on your personal letter

PROVIDED WITH THIS LETTER

If you are unable to collect the container on one of the days indicated on the letter that you
have received at  home,  you can delegate  another  person by filling in the DELEGATION TO
COLLECT THE CONTAINER section attached to this document.

For more information regarding delivery dates, you can contact

GREEN NUMBER G.eco 800 098 450   
ACTIVE Monday - Friday   from 8.30 to 18.00

At the counter it will be possible to request and collect the special bin for the provision of
HEALTHCARE DEVICES for  adults  (diapers,  catheters,  hygienic  underpads,  ostomy bags)  and
diapers for children up to 3 years of age. It will be sufficient to present a specific self-declaration
available  in  electronic  format  at  the following  address:  www.comune.calvenzano.bg.it or  in
paper form also at the counter itself.

http://www.comune.calvenzano.bg.it/


The new collection method, in addition to allowing for a more orderly and cleaner delivery, has
as  its  objective  a  better  differentiation  of  waste  and  greater  fairness,  as  it  will  allow  the
Municipal Administration, once the experimental phase is over, to adopt a new calculation of
the tariff, based on the actual number of emptyings of the containers of each individual user:
the charge, in essence, will be proportionate to the actual production of unsorted waste.

The commitment of those who better differentiate their waste and those who undertake
to produce less, also by changing their purchasing choices and consumption habits in order to
achieve greater environmental sustainability, will be concretely recognised.

We thank you in  advance for  your  precious  collaboration and sharing of  attention to
environmental protection.

signed by the Mayor
     Fabio FERLA
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DELEGATE TO COLLECT THE CONTAINER

The undersigned

proxy (legible name and surname) ……………………………………………………………………………………….

upon the withdraw of my own container equipped with a microchip.

Data………………………………………………

DELEGANTING SIGNATURE                                                                   RECEIPT SIGNATURE


